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Approve Pay Analyze & Report

Oable provides one workflow and 
one dashboard to manage open 
access approval, payment, and 
reporting across publishers.

Scan to view Oable in action!

Contact us to learn more  
or schedule a full demo today.

www.oable.org
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The intuitive, user-friendly dashboard shows 
tasks, existing agreements, and requests at 

various stages of the approval process. It tracks 
current balances in each publisher account.

Oable’s Dashboard• Optimized TA workflow: Oable is 
a workflow with one dashboard to 
manage your TAs across 
publishers, including approval, 
payment and reporting processes.

• Efficient APC management of 
individual articles with an OA 
fund: Oable centralizes APC 
payments to any publisher, while 
managing approvals. It delivers a 
holistic view of OA spending 
across campus by managing APC 
payments traditionally fulfilled 
outside the library.

• Unified system approach: Oable 
streamlines and can automate 
workflows across publishers
by unifying data to empower 
informed decision making.

• Open access specialization: 
Developed with input from 
librarians from institutions across 
the world, Oable technology 
transforms and connects open 
access workflows between 
institutions, publishers, authors 
and researchers.

• Trusted support and continuous 
improvement: The Oable team is 
a partner with shared objectives, 
acting in the best interest of 
customers, and including them in 
conversations about system 
innovations. Support is offered 
through dedicated customer 
success managers.

Oable is an open access management software solution that allows you to 
approve, pay, and manage open access Transformational Agreements and APC 
funds across different publishers, all in a single workflow.

Easily streamline your management operations such as publisher agreements, 
costs, payments, and submissions. Plus, make use of comprehensive insights and 
quick reporting tools, so you’ll always make the best decisions for your institution.

What is 
Oable?


